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In the fall of 1996 Sydney Plum encountered a solitary Canada goose on a pond near her home in New
England. Caring for the animal became a way for her to reconnect with nature. Walks to the pond were daily
rituals--reflective times during which Plum thought about the relationships between humans and animals.
Mixing memoir with closely observed nature writing, Plum searches for a deeper understanding of what was
changed by the experience with the solitary goose she named SG.

In the tradition of Elizabeth Marshall Thomas, Plum writes lyrical lessons on the life cycle of geese, the
mystery of their great migratory patterns, and their amazing adaptability. Canada geese were not always so
plentiful in the United States, she explains, nor were they always denigrated as “flying carp.” Plum shows
how species-management programs reestablished the birds outside their previous range at the same time as
golf courses, office parks, and suburban ponds began dotting the countryside, providing them with prime
habitats where they were unwanted.

Memories of breaking holes in the ice for SG to escape predators turn Plum’s thoughts toward what it means
to nurture. Coming to terms with how SG thinks leads Plum to examine anthropomorphism in nature writing.
In contrast to the metaphors through which we commonly view nature, Plum argues that science combined
with metaphor is a better way to understand animals. Though Plum’s focus is generously outward toward
nature, this book also reveals an inner journey through which, as she describes it, “the enclosures of my
human life had been opened. I had become more susceptible to the kindnesses of birds.”
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From reader reviews:

Alfred Cox:

What do you about book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you want
something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy person?
If you don't have spare time to accomplish others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have
spare time? What did you do? Every person has many questions above. The doctor has to answer that
question because just their can do that will. It said that about guide. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is
proper. Because start from on kindergarten until university need this particular Solitary Goose to read.

Deanna Christianson:

Nowadays reading books are more than want or need but also get a life style. This reading behavior give you
lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge even the information inside the book
that improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of reserve you read, if
you want drive more knowledge just go with education books but if you want truly feel happy read one with
theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. The actual Solitary Goose is kind of guide which is giving the
reader unforeseen experience.

Ralph Overman:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book specifically book
entitled Solitary Goose your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every single aspect
that maybe not known for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a
reserve then become one web form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get before. The
Solitary Goose giving you another experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful
info for your better life with this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern this is your body and
mind is going to be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a. Do you want to try this
extraordinary paying spare time activity?

Ethel Swafford:

Can you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book store?
Try and pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't ascertain book by its protect may
doesn't work here is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not seeing that fantastic as
in the outside seem likes. Maybe you answer could be Solitary Goose why because the amazing cover that
make you consider regarding the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is definitely
fantastic as the outside as well as cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly show you to pick up this book.
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